A genome-wide linkage analysis of orchard grass-sensitive childhood seasonal allergic rhinitis in Japanese families.
Seasonal allergic rhinitis (SAR) is an inflammatory disease of the nose and eyes that follows sensitization to air-born pollens. We conducted a genome-wide linkage screening of 48 Japanese families (188 members) with orchard grass (OG)-sensitive SAR children (67 affected sib-pairs) in a farming community in central Japan where OG was planted for apple farming and OG pollen is a major cause of SAR. We used the GENEHUNTER program to performed nonparametric multipoint linkage analysis for OG-sensitive SAR as a qualitative trait and for log total serum IgE levels and OG-RAST IgE levels as quantitative traits. Genotyping data of 400 microsatellite markers suggested linkage of SAR to chromosomes 1p36.2, 4q13.3, and 9q34.3 (P < 0.001), linkage of serum total IgE levels to 3p24.1, 5q33.1, 12p13.1, and 12q24.2 (P < 0.001), and linkage of OG-RAST IgE levels to 4p16.1, 11q14.3, and 16p12.3 (P < 0.001). Weak evidence for linkage of SAR to 5q33.1 was also observed (P = 0.01). All these regions, with the exception of 9q34.3, have been previously reported to be linked to asthma and/or atopy. These data suggest that, although loci linked to SAR are likely to be common to asthma, a strong contribution by specific gene(s) to OG-sensitive SAR is unlikely.